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A love for reading is one of the most precious gifts that we can give children. It nurtures their

imagination and creativity, lets them explore other worlds, and opens their minds to new truths and

knowledge in appealing, inspiring ways. But how can we sort through thousands of children's books

to discover the really worthwhile ones? Elizabeth Wilson offers us a newly revised, comprehensive

guide to the very best in children's literature. Just as in the original volume, she comments on the

tone and content of excellently written, captivating books in over two dozen subject areas. Hundreds

of new titles have been added while retaining timeless classics and modern favorites-all of which

respect traditional values. So that no matter what the children's ages are or whether they love fact

or fiction, you can trust these books to share things that you can believe in and kids will delight in.
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This book was written as a listing of books for children, of many topics. I want to make it clear that

this is not just a book list of children's fiction. There are different books on the market that list only

works of fiction. This book includes lists of books for these subjects: animals, art and architecture,

bible/spiritual teaching, biography, crafts, hobbies, domestic arts, dance, drama, geography, history,

horticulture, humor, language, literature (in several reading levels), poetry, rhymes, math, misc.

music, outdoor activities other than group games, physical education, reference, science,

technology, and special days and seasons.This book was written by a homeschooler who is using



the Charlotte Mason method. The Charlotte Mason method uses real books also known as living

books, (not textbooks or boxed curriculum). This method allows the individual to use many different

books written by people who are passionate about the subject to learn about a particular topic or

unit of study. Living books are great books, books that capture the attention or imagination of the

reader. Living books are not boring or uninspiring. I appreciate having this reference guide available

to me, a pre-sorted list written by a user of the Charlotte Mason method, someone on the lookout for

quality and inspiring books. It helps sift out the exceptional books from the unremarkable.OK so this

was published in 1987 and any book list that is written poses the risk of immediately containing out

of print books. The fact that this book is 14 years old (at the time I of this writing) adds to the

possibility that some of these books will be out of print. I see that other reviewers don't like book lists

that contain out of print books.

Every parent should BEGIN their children's library experience with this book! There are hundreds of

thousands of titles for children's books, and our children will only be able to read a limited number of

these throughout their childhood years. So, don't waste time on the losers in the bunch!It is BEST to

start with a PLAN for raising children, and add a tool, such as this book, which can assist us in

guiding our children's book choices!Every home library should have this book from which to START

the process of enriching children through literature. There is certainly plenty of twaddle to read out

there which is of little or no value to our children... so why waste their time allowing them to wade

through this twaddle and read it? This is often what kills a child's desire to read.Many books today

are poorly written with confusing characters and lacking a protagonist. Many times there are no

character building moral values imparted!This little handbook is great for helping us (parents and

teachers) ensure that the best of children's literature is not left behind when our children are

beginning their reading experiences.This book will inform you about children's books which you

never knew existed. Most books assigned for our children to read are actually chosen by people

who know next to nothing about the options in children's literature.I am reminded of the little book

store owner in "You've Got Mail." Kathleen "Shopgirl" Kelly (played by Meg Ryan) knows all of the

wonderful, imaginative, classic children's books for children to read; while Joe "NY152" Fox (played

by Tom Hanks just wants to build a conglomerate book store down the street and sell whatever his

buyers stock in it.
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